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Introduction:
A sketch is considered a primary tool for the communication of ideas especially in the conceptual phase of design. The growing evolution and the consistent efforts to properly found the new arising Computer Aided Sketching (CAS) systems [4] establish the importance of 2D sketches in design-oriented disciplines. The ability of humans to realize the 3D shape of a sketched object, even if the latter appears ambiguous or contains geometric errors motivate the researchers of multiple fields, such as Computer Aided Design and Sketching, Geometric Modeling, and Artificial Intelligence, to search for efficient methods for the reconstruction of a 3D model from a given single sketch [2][3][7].

In a computer-based design environment, a sketch is encountered as an arrangement of 2D lines, intersecting in junctions that lack of depth information. In its simplest form, a sketch is considered as line drawing. There are two types of sketches; natural and wireframe sketches. Natural sketches include only visible lines, while wireframe sketches include both visible and hidden lines. Proposed 3D reconstruction methods differentiate on the basis of the initial given type of sketch.

Main Idea:
The subject of this paper is related to the automatic construction of a “Polyhedron from a Single Natural Sketch”. On the basis of the different topologic relations that exist in the hidden part of a sketch [2][3][6][7], the cross-section criterion [8] that asserts the realizability of a wireframe sketch (i.e., whether a sketch identifies with the projection of a valid polyhedron) and the cross-section algebraic model [1][5], this paper proposes an algorithmic method that defines the geometry of the hidden junctions and lines in a topologically reconstructed wireframe sketch.
Fig. 1: (a) A given natural sketch and the cross-section generated from it, (b) the produced wireframe sketch with its hidden part geometrically reconstructed, and (c) an interactive approach is studied for sketches with ambiguous hidden part geometry.

In particular, the input of the proposed algorithm is a minimal wireframe sketch (i.e., a sketch with the minimum number of hidden elements [6]) that is generated from a given natural sketch, where the geometry and topology of the visible junctions, lines, and regions (the natural sketch) are precisely defined, while for its hidden elements only their topological relations are known. On the basis of this information, the proposed method aims at constructing a wireframe sketch by defining the geometry of the hidden part. For this purpose, this paper, at first, studies the types of hidden junctions and hidden lines as these generate from the different topologic configurations that exist in the hidden part of a sketch. Then, an algebraic model is built upon the topologic relations of the hidden part having as unknowns the 2D coordinates of each hidden junction. To allow for an accurate geometric definition of all hidden junctions the cross-section realizability criterion is utilized. In short, according to the proposed algorithm, a cross-section is generated from the given natural sketch (Fig. 1(a)) and an algebraic system of bilinear equations is constructed for the hidden part of the sketch. A solution of the system in terms of the unknown hidden junctions produces a precisely defined wireframe sketch from the given natural sketch (Fig. 1(b)).

Conclusions:
As an advance the produced wireframe sketch is realizable since the geometric position of each hidden junction is specified by the cross-section lines that are generated from natural sketch. When the hidden part admits multiple geometric solutions as a result of strict ambiguities in the visible part, a constrained interactive approach is employed in order to resolve the underlying ambiguities (Fig. 1(c)). Moreover, the proposed algorithm is tested with sketches with various number of visible and hidden elements and to natural sketches with imperfect geometry. Concerning sketches with small errors in the visible junction coordinates, the paper studies how this error affects the position of each hidden junction. As a result, the proposed method includes algebraic criteria [1] that evaluate the realizability of the produced geometrically defined wireframe sketch.
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